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Abstract
A key contribution to the latest generation of climate projections for the UK (UKCP18) was a perturbed parameter ensem-
ble (PPE) of global coupled models based on HadGEM3-GC3.05. Together with 13 CMIP5 simulations, this PPE provides 
users with a dataset that samples modelling uncertainty and is ideal for use in impacts studies. Evaluations of global mean 
surface temperatures for this PPE have shown twenty-first century warming rates consistently at the top end of the CMIP5 
range. Here we investigate one potential contributory factor to this lack of spread: that the methodology to select plausible 
members from a larger, related PPE of atmosphere-only experiments preferentially ruled out those predicted to have more 
negative climate feedbacks (i.e. lower climate sensitivities). We confirm that this is indeed the case. We show that perfor-
mance in extratropical long-wave cloud forcing played a key role in this by constraining ice cloud parameters, which in turn 
constrained the feedback distribution (though causal links are not established). The relatively weak relationship driving this 
constraint is shown to arise from stronger relationships for the long-wave and short-wave cloud feedback components, which 
largely cancel out due to changes in tropical high clouds. Moreover, we show that the strength of these constraints is due to 
a structural bias in extratropical long-wave cloud forcing across the PPE. We discuss how choices made in the methodology 
to pick the plausible PPE members may result in an overly strong constraint when there is a structural bias and possible 
improvements to this methodology for the future.

Keywords Perturbed parameter ensembles · Climate feedbacks · Emergent constraints · Sensitivity analysis

1 Introduction

The most recent set of UK Climate Projections for land 
(UKCP18; Murphy et al. 2018) were developed to inform 
users about plausible twenty-first century changes to the UK 
climate, based on current understanding of uncertainties in 
future greenhouse gas concentrations, climate modelling and 
internal variability. UKCP18 contains an update to the set 
of probabilistic projections published in 2009 (UKCP09; 
Murphy et al. 2009), where known uncertainty sources were 
rigorously sampled. In UKCP18 there are now extra sources 
of information about climate change provided as raw model 
data from a set of global and regional climate models. These 
new datasets provide temporally, spatially and physically 

coherent projections for several variables that are flexible 
to use, making them particularly well suited for regional 
impacts and adaptation studies.

The UKCP18 global projections comprise a set of 
1900–2100 simulations drawn from two coupled model 
ensembles which sample distinct sources of uncertainty. One 
component is a multi-model ensemble (MME) of CMIP5 
RCP8.5 simulations, which were used to sample uncertain-
ties in modelling structures; the other is a new perturbed 
parameter ensemble (PPE) comprising plausible variants 
of a very recent configuration of the Met Office’s coupled 
model: HadGEM3-GC3.05 (hereafter the ‘coupled PPE’). 
The variants in the coupled PPE were generated through 
simultaneous perturbations made to 47 model parameters 
(across 7 atmospheric parameterisation schemes), chosen to 
sample key parametric modelling uncertainties. To account 
for uncertainty in carbon cycle feedbacks, each coupled 
PPE variant used a different prescribed  CO2 concentration 
pathway consistent with CMIP5 RCP8.5 emissions (Murphy 
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et al. 2018). The unperturbed ‘standard’ PPE member used 
the standard RCP8.5 pathway. The combination of the 
CMIP5 and coupled PPE datasets was designed to sample 
distinct sources of modelling uncertainty, with internal vari-
ability uncertainties also being sampled in both ensembles.

The methodologies used to select the final variants also 
differed between the ensembles. The full set of CMIP5 mod-
els represent an ‘ensemble of opportunity’, bringing together 
individual variants of the most up-to-date GCMs from dif-
ferent modelling centres. The 13-member subset of these 
models used in UKCP18 were selected qualitatively based 
on their performance in key aspects of global and European/
UK climate, along with a screening of very closely related 
models (Murphy et al. 2018).

The process for selecting the 15 coupled PPE vari-
ants is described in Sexton et al. (2020, submitted) and 
Yamazaki et al. (2020, submitted). A thorough sampling of 
the 47-dimensional parameter space was not feasible with 
coupled simulations, so based on the ideas of Karmalkar 
et al. (2019), Sexton et al. (2020, submitted) outline a meth-
odology to filter the space with a PPE of computationally 
cheap simulations running only the atmospheric component 
of HadGEM3-GC3.05 at a coarser resolution (hereafter the 
‘atmosphere-only PPE’). Starting from a large ensemble 
containing nearly 3000 members, atmosphere-only experi-
ments were used to filter out variants with poor large-scale 
performance across multiple variables on 5-day and 5-year 
timescales (referred to hereafter as ‘performance metrics’), 
and additionally in their representation of North Atlantic 
and European climate (e.g. winter circulation, seasonal 
cycles of UK precipitation and 1.5 m temperature). A set 
of 25 of the remaining variants were selected for running 
as coupled simulations, as this was an affordable ensemble 
size given supercomputing resources. The 25 were chosen to 
broaden diversity in several climate responses (e.g. climate 
feedbacks,  CO2 and aerosol forcings), diagnosed using ideal-
ised atmosphere-only forcing experiments. This 25-member 
coupled PPE was reduced to 15 for use in UKCP18, follow-
ing further screening of the coupled simulations themselves 
based on criteria such as: numerical stability; the strength 
of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC); 
historical trends in northern hemisphere surface air tempera-
tures; and climatological temperature biases (Yamazaki et al. 
2020, submitted).

Following the completion of the 1900–2100 simulations 
of the 15-member coupled PPE, assessments of global mean 
surface temperature (GMST) showed that future changes 
are distributed around a relatively high level of warming 
compared to the 13 CMIP5 models, with very little overlap 
between the two ensembles (Murphy et al. 2018; Yamazaki 
et al. 2020, submitted). Furthermore, the spread in GMST 
warming anomalies for the end of the twenty-first Century 
is about 2 °C for the coupled PPE, with the majority of the 

variance (around 60%) driven by the differences in the pre-
scribed  CO2 concentrations. By comparison, the spread for 
the CMIP5 models (where the concentrations pathways are 
not varied) is around 2.6 °C, suggesting a relatively narrow 
spread in global feedbacks for the coupled PPE.

Global feedbacks in coupled models are often assessed 
using idealised experiments where the  CO2 concentrations 
are instantly quadrupled and fixed for 150 years (Andrews 
et al. 2012; Forster et al. 2013). For a 25-member PPE, 
these idealised experiments require a control run of the 
same length and are expensive to run. Recognising this, 
Sexton et al. (2020, submitted) used a set of cheaper ide-
alised atmosphere‐only experiments with prescribed SSTs 
that include a 4 K global warming pattern from the CMIP5 
“amipFuture” experiment (Taylor et al. 2012) to assess the 
spread of atmosphere processes that affect global feedbacks. 
Ringer et al. (2014) showed that such experiments are a good 
guide to the global cloud feedbacks that dominate the spread 
in the coupled atmosphere‐ocean  CO2‐forced simulations. 
Conceptually, the atmosphere-only runs reveal what the 
feedbacks are for a prescribed pattern of SST warming when 
coupling is turned off and sea ice is not changed. In coupled 
mode, there are additional processes via air-sea interactions 
(Hyder et al. 2018), changes in sea ice, and evolution of the 
SST pattern which can alter the feedbacks (Andrews et al. 
2015). However, Ringer et al. (2014) showed that the atmos-
phere-only component provides an appreciable contribution 
to the overall global feedbacks.

Any reduction in the spread of climate feedbacks is 
potentially a contributing factor to a lack of diversity in 
the GMST warming anomalies in the coupled PPE. We see 
two occurrences of this in the generation of the 15-member 
coupled PPE. First, Sexton et al. (2020, submitted) shows 
that model performance-based filtering reduced the range of 
feedback values in the atmosphere-only experiments. Sec-
ond, Yamazaki et al. (2020, submitted) shows that out of 
the 10 model variants that were ruled out after assessing the 
coupled simulations, six of these were amongst the seven 
with the most negative global feedback estimates (i.e. the 
smallest expected warming). In this paper, we assess the 
first of these—the impact of the performance filtering on 
the atmosphere-only component of the global feedback—
recognising that we cannot assess the relative contribution 
of the atmosphere-only and coupling effects until we run 
a set of idealised coupled  CO2 forcing experiments. Still, 
this provides an opportunity to better understand how our 
method for filtering out implausible parameter combinations 
interacts with our aim of producing a diverse set of simula-
tions, with a view to improving the method in the future.

We will do this by assessing how performance filter-
ing affected distributions of the feedback components, the 
performance metrics responsible for producing the largest 
changes to these distributions, and the robustness of the 
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filtering methodology used in Sexton et al. (2020, submit-
ted). The advantage of using a feedback framework is that it 
allows us to break down the net response into components 
of long-wave and short-wave (LW, SW), clear-sky and cloud 
feedbacks, enabling a more in-depth analysis of the pro-
cesses driving the constraints. We plan to run an idealised 
quadrupled  CO2 experiment for each coupled PPE member. 
When these are complete, an analysis of these feedbacks 
will enable a comparison of responses estimated using the 
coupled and atmosphere-only PPEs, for example by clearly 
exposing coupled processes such as sea-ice feedbacks, which 
project primarily onto the SW clear-sky component.

A key aspect of this study is the concept of emergent con-
straints. These are based on relationships between observ-
able present-day quantities and future responses in a variable 
of interest, using GCM simulations. By ruling out models 
with present-day quantities deemed inconsistent with obser-
vations, constraints can then be placed on the distribution of 
the future responses. In this paper we refer to the changes in 
these distributions as ‘emergent constraints’ and the relation-
ships that underpin them as ‘emergent relationships’. This 
terminology may depart from other definitions of emergent 
constraints (e.g. Caldwell et al. 2018) but it is useful for our 
study as it acknowledges that an emergent relationship can 
exist, but that the performance filtering could be ineffective 
and so result in little or no constraint. Indeed, we have found 
examples of this (not shown).

The aim of this paper is to explore the emergent con-
straints applied to members of the atmosphere-only PPE of 
5-year runs through the performance filtering methodology 
of Sexton et al. (2020, submitted). Emergent relationships 
and constraints have been studied widely within climate 
science. Examples include studies of climate feedbacks, 
equilibrium climate sensitivity and aerosol radiative forc-
ings; with MMEs (e.g. Klein et al. 2013; Sherwood et al. 
2014; Cherian et al. 2014) as well as PPEs (e.g. Klocke et al. 
2011; Wagman and Jackson 2018; Johnson et al. 2018) being 
used. However, whilst they can provide a useful framework 
for understanding model biases and constraining responses, 
ongoing research has highlighted several complications. A 
particular issue is the reliability of the relationships: often 
they are found without a clear physical mechanism (par-
ticularly for combined quantities like equilibrium climate 
sensitivity; Caldwell et al. 2018) and lack robustness across 
different ensembles (Sanderson 2011; Kamae et al. 2016; 
Caldwell et  al. 2018; Wagman and Jackson 2018). Our 
5-year atmosphere-only PPE provides an ideal opportunity 
to further study emergent relationships and constraints and 
their complexities, adding value by allowing us to assess the 
parameters, and therefore the processes, underpinning them.

The remainder of the paper is ordered as follows: Sect. 2 
provides a summary description of the design of the PPE, 
though most of the details are to be found in Sexton et al. 

(2020, submitted). This includes the model structure on 
which it is based; the experiments used to diagnose climate 
feedbacks and present-day performance; and a description 
of emulation analyses used throughout the paper. Section 3 
covers our main results, starting with the distributions of 
feedback components and the impact that performance filter-
ing has on these, before studying in more detail the perfor-
mance metrics driving the constraints, and the model pro-
cesses underlying these relationships. In Sect. 4 we discuss 
the robustness of the constraints presented in the context 
of structural errors evident in the PPE, and the key lessons 
that can be drawn for future work with ensembles. This is 
followed by an overall summary in Sect. 5.

2  Models and methods

The technical details and justification of choices behind the 
design of the atmosphere-only PPE can be found in Sexton 
et al. (2020, submitted). Here, we summarise the main points 
that are relevant to understanding our analysis.

2.1  The base model and parameters to perturb

The base model we used for the coupled PPE is a modified 
version of the UK Hadley Centre Unified Model HadGEM3-
GC3 (Williams et al. 2018). The atmospheric component 
uses 85 vertical levels and has a horizontal resolution of 
approximately 60 km at mid-latitudes (called ‘N216’). The 
ocean component has a horizontal resolution of ¼ degree. 
The enhanced resolution (compared with most CMIP5 mod-
els) has been shown to better capture the processes that are 
needed to represent variability and extremes over the North 
Atlantic/Europe sector (Scaife et al. 2011, 2012).

Our modifications include a subset of the changes made to 
the atmospheric component of the coupled model which was 
submitted to CMIP6 (HadGEM3-GA7.1 and HadGEM3-
GC3.1, respectively; Williams et al. 2018; Walters et al. 
2019). These were developed to address the strong cooling 
to anthropogenic aerosols seen in HadGEM3-GA7 (Mulcahy 
et al. 2018), with the largest impacts resulting from:

• An improvement in the cloud droplet spectral dispersion 
relationship used to calculate cloud effective radius (Liu 
et al. 2008).

• Updates to the absorption properties of black carbon and 
an increased spectral resolution of the look-up tables 
used for ARI calculations (Bond and Bergstrom 2006).

• An update to the scaling factor for natural marine emis-
sions of dimethylsulphide (DMS) from 1.0 to 1.7. This 
was applied to account for missing natural emissions of 
organic aerosol.
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Our configuration includes the first 2 of these, whilst the 
scaling factor for natural marine emissions of DMS is one of 
the parameters we perturb (Sexton et al. 2020, submitted). 
Other changes made for GA7.1, which we did not include 
in our configuration, were found to have smaller impacts 
on the aerosol forcing (see Table 1 in Mulcahy et al. 2018). 
Because we include some, but not all, of the changes for 
GC3.1/GA7.1, we refer to our coupled configuration as 
HadGEM3-GC3.05, and our atmospheric component as 
HadGEM3-GA7.05.

Building a large PPE of fully coupled HadGEM3-GC3.05 
variants to evaluate climate performance and sub-select 25 
parameter combinations would not have been practical, 
given the timescale and resources of the UKCP18 project. 
As a result, a larger atmosphere-only PPE was built based on 
HadGEM3-GA7.05 at a lower resolution of approximately 
135 km at mid-latitudes (‘N96’), under the assumption that 
these models would be informative about climate perfor-
mance in coupled mode at the higher resolution. Under the 
Met Office’s approach to seamless model development, 
assessments are carried out across a range of resolutions 
(Williams et al. 2018), with any significant differences being 
noted. Walters et al. (2019) show that for HadGEM3-GA7 
only a small number of differences in performance arise 
between the 60 km and 135 km resolutions (for example, 
in temperature and humidity in the tropical tropopause 
layer). Additionally, Andrews et al. (2019) show that global 
feedbacks and climate sensitivities are very similar in the 
coupled configurations of HadGEM3-GC3.1 using these 
atmospheric resolutions.

The choice of 135 km resolution ensured that we could 
build a large enough ensemble to thoroughly test perfor-
mance on 5-day and 5-year timescales, explore a wide range 
of climate responses, and ultimately allow the selection of 
25 members that would stand a good chance of being plau-
sible and diverse in their coupled configurations.

The atmosphere-only PPE was created by simultane-
ously perturbing 47 model parameters across seven schemes, 
namely: boundary layer, gravity wave drag, convection, 
cloud microphysics, cloud and cloud radiation, aerosol 
chemistry and land surface. Sexton et al. (2020, submitted) 
describe the extensive elicitation exercise that was carried 
out with modelling experts to select these parameters. An 
important part of this was the definition of prior probability 
density functions (PDFs) for the parameters, which captured 
the level of confidence the experts had in parameter val-
ues across their plausible ranges (see Fig. 2 in Sexton et al. 
2020, submitted). These choices were largely based on the 
judgement of the experts, factoring in any existing targeted 
parameter sensitivity studies (e.g. for aerosol parameters).

A full description of the parameters perturbed is given in 
Sexton et al. (2020, submitted), but Table 1 gives a summary 
of the key parameters explored in this study. Each version of 

the atmosphere-only PPE discussed in this paper contains a 
member with parameter values set to the unperturbed, stand-
ard values for GA7.05 configuration. We refer to this as the 
‘standard’ member.

2.2  Experiments

A series of 5-day hindcast and 5-year climate experiments 
were run to diagnose model performances at the two time-
scales, future climate responses, and internal variability. The 
5-day hindcasts were based on the Transpose-AMIP II pro-
tocol (Williams et al. 2013) and the analysis of these runs is 
described Sexton et al. (2020, submitted); we do not analyse 
these experiments in this paper. We focus only on a subset 
of the 5-year experiments. These were:

1. ATMOS experiment: An amip-like experiment (Taylor 
et al. 2012) used to assess present-day climate perfor-
mance, covering years 2004–2009.

2. SSTFuture experiment: An amipFuture-like experiment 
(Taylor et al. 2012) used to diagnose climate feedbacks 
(see below for method). SSTFuture is equivalent to 
ATMOS, except that a prescribed pattern of SST warm-
ing is added, with a global mean of 4 K. The pattern of 
SST warming is the same as that used in the CMIP5 
amipFuture experiment (Taylor et al. 2012). Sea-ice 
is not modified from the ATMOS experiment, and so 
feedback estimates do not include effects from sea-ice 
changes.

3. Stochastic experiments for ATMOS and SSTFuture: For 
both the ATMOS and SSTFuture experiments, 32 reali-
sations of the standard (i.e. unperturbed) model were 
run, which differed only in the random seed used to ini-
tialise the model’s stochastic schemes. Variances across 
the 32 members provide estimates of internal variability, 
which we have assumed applies across parameter space.

Climate feedbacks can be estimated from the SSTFu-
ture experiment by assuming the radiative response (down-
wards; R) to a perturbation scales linearly with changes in 
the global mean of surface temperature (ΔT):

The scaling factor, λ, is the climate feedback parame-
ter. The patterned SST increase imposed in the SSTFuture 
experiment induces a radiative response, from which climate 
feedbacks are quantified using λ = R/ΔT.

Our global feedback estimates were made using 5-year 
averages of R and ΔT, where the changes in these quanti-
ties are measured relative to the ATMOS experiment. Along 
with the net feedback, we also calculate short- and long-
wave (SW, LW) clear-sky and cloud feedback components, 
using the corresponding radiative flux changes in each case. 

(1)R = �ΔT
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The latter are determined using the cloud radiative effect 
(CRE) i.e. differences in all-sky and clear-sky fluxes.

We find the range of SW clear-sky feedback values 
explored by the PPE is much smaller than that for the LW 
clear-sky (Fig. 1). This results from the missing sea-ice 
albedo (primarily SW clear-sky) feedback, due to the lack 
of change in sea-ice between the ATMOS and SSTFuture 
experiments. We also find that the LW and SW clear-sky 
components are highly correlated (r = 0.82), suggesting com-
mon drivers of their spread. For these reasons we choose to 
analyse only the sum of the LW and SW clear-sky feedbacks 
(the net clear-sky feedback) in this study.

2.3  Sampling the parameter space

The atmosphere-only PPE explored a total of 2915 different 
parameter combinations and was built in several stages, as 
described in Sexton et al. (2020, submitted). The param-
eter choices for the first 2800 members were based on Latin 
hypercube sampling of the prior PDFs for the 47 parameters. 
These members were filtered based on their performance in 
the 5-day hindcast experiments, leaving 442 variants.

ATMOS and SSTFuture experiments were run for these 
remaining variants, and the 406 members that completed 
both experiments provide the starting point for our anal-
ysis. We refer to this as the ‘Wave-1’ PPE (equivalent to 

“ATMOS-Wave1” in Sexton et al. 2020, submitted). ATMOS 
and SSTFuture experiments were not run for the members 
ruled out using 5-day hindcast performance, so we do not 
have direct estimates of their feedbacks. Our analysis of the 
effect of performance filtering is therefore only based on the 
5-year ATMOS and SSTFuture experiments.

Sexton et al. (2020, submitted) describe a methodology 
by which additional PPE members were selected to aug-
ment Wave-1. A second wave (‘Wave-2’) of 100 members 
were chosen that had a better chance of (a) not crashing, (b) 
passing the performance filtering and (c) sampling a diverse 
range of responses to future SST warming,  CO2 concentra-
tion rises and pre-industrial aerosol forcing. A further wave 
(‘Wave-3’) of 15 members were selected to target more 
negative climate feedbacks and weaker aerosol forcing. In 
this paper we have chosen to focus our analysis on Wave-1 
only. This is because we aim to explore the constraints on 
feedbacks imposed by present-day climate performance, 
by understanding relationships between parameters, per-
formance metrics (involving observable quantities), and 
feedbacks that are general across parameter space. Distri-
butions based on Wave-1 will be as close as we can achieve 
to obtaining an unbiased sample of parameter combinations 
after filtering based on the 5-day hindcasts. In contrast, 
Wave-2 and Wave-3 are designed to give more weight to 
the tails of the distribution of feedbacks whilst maintaining 

Fig. 1  Feedback components from the Wave-1 PPE are shown as 
box-and-whisker plots: the 406 members that completed both the 
ATMOS and SSTFuture experiments are shown in black, while the 
41 members that passed the 5-year mean climate performance filter-
ing (from the ATMOS experiment) are shown in red. The median, 

25th and 75th percentiles, and minima and maxima are displayed in 
each case. Also shown are individual model values from the 32-mem-
ber stochastic ensemble (green crosses) and the 11-member CMIP5 
atmosphere-only ensemble (black crosses)
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plausible present-day performance, and so will bias the dis-
tributions from Wave-1. Therefore, with the exception of the 
training of emulators (see Sect. 2.5), we do not use Wave-2 
and Wave-3 in our analysis.

2.4  Filtering on present‑day climate performance

As noted in the Introduction, the motivation for this study 
is to explore the constraints on the feedbacks in the atmos-
phere-only PPE, applied by performance filtering based 
on the ATMOS experiment. The performance of each PPE 
member is assessed using mean-squared-errors (MSEs) for 
a broad set of variables typically used to evaluate the general 
atmospheric performance of climate models. These include: 
temperature, precipitation, surface pressure, winds, all-sky 
and cloud radiative fluxes, and ISCCP cloud amounts (esti-
mated in a comparable way to the ISCCP satellite; Rossow 
and Schiffer 1999; Bodas-Salcedo et al. 2008). In order to 
capture performance in different spatial regimes, the MSEs 
are calculated over large-scale regions (using all grid-boxes; 
see Eq. (2) below). For example, most variables are horizon-
tal 2-day fields and MSEs are estimated over the following 
regions: global; tropical land and ocean; NH extratropical 
land and ocean; and SH extratropical land and ocean. To 
capture different temporal regimes, MSEs are calculated 
using both seasonal and annual means. Here, we use 925 
combinations of variable, season and region and we refer to 
each one as a ‘performance metric’. One minor difference to 
the filtering described in Sexton et al. (2020, submitted) is 
that we do not analyse the metric for global aerosol optical 
depth at 550 nm. This metric required a different treatment 
in the filtering analysis and was found to have little effect, 
and so for simplicity we omit it in this paper.

The actual performance metric used is an MSE normal-
ised by the sum of four terms representing contributions 
from key uncertainties that are often accounted for in fil-
tering PPEs (e.g. Williamson et al. 2013) or in likelihood-
weighting (e.g. Sexton et al. 2012). We use normalisation 
to ensure that each dimension in the space of model-per-
formance metrics is fairly weighted, in accordance with an 
estimate of its uncertainty.

This normalised MSE (nMSE) is defined as:

where  mi and  oi are simulated and observed temporal mean 
values at each grid point in the region (where observations 
exist);  wi are the area weights and n is the number of grid 

(2)

nMSE =
MSE
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points in the region. The normalisation terms are based on 
variances of MSE estimates and are defined as follows:

 (i) �
2
struc

 : Structural error uncertainty. Represents the 
structural limitations of using approximations to real 
processes in the model. This term is used to down-
weight the influence of variables that are poorly 
represented in the climate model and that therefore 
have large structural errors. There is no clear way to 
specify this term, and we do this by using the MSE 
value for the standard variant (but see Sect. 4.1 and 
Sexton et al. (2020, submitted) for a discussion of 
this definition).

 (ii) �
2
meas

 : Observational measurement uncertainty. Rep-
resents uncertainties in observational measurements 
and their representativeness of the modelled quantity. 
This is calculated using the differences between two 
observational datasets, if available, or as a scaling of 
�2
struc

 if not (see Sexton et al. (2020, submitted) for 
details).

 (iii) �
2
IV

 : Modelled internal variability. This is estimated 
using the variance in MSE across the stochas-
tic ensemble and is assumed to be constant across 
parameter space

 (iv) �
2
1obs

 : Real world internal variability. Represents the 
fact that the (real world) observations sample internal 
variability about a forced signal. This is assumed to 
be the same as �2

IV
.

The dominant term in the normalisation in Eq. (2) is the 
structural error uncertainty (see Sexton et al. 2020, submit-
ted), which is also the most difficult to estimate. It is our 
choice of using the standard variant to specify this term that 
most greatly affects the results in Sect. 3. The effect of this 
choice is discussed in Sect. 4.

The performance filtering of the PPE was carried out 
using thresholding across the performance metrics. For each 
member, if any nMSE metric exceeded a threshold value 
(“T”, chosen to be 3.7; Sexton et al. 2020, submitted) then 
that member was ruled out. The downside of this approach 
is that it could accept models that only just lie within the 
threshold across several metrics. To counter this, a soft 
threshold (S) was applied whereby members could also be 
ruled out if  nsoft of their metric values exceeded S. Values of 
3.0 and 8 were used for S and  nsoft, respectively. However, as 
shown in Table 6 in Sexton et al. (2020, submitted), it was 
the hard threshold that dominated the performance filtering: 
of the 446 ATMOS Wave 1–3 members that were ruled out, 
442 were ruled out by the hard threshold, while only 4 were 
ruled out by the soft threshold.
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2.5  Emulation

Throughout this paper we make use of emulators. These are 
statistical models, trained on the actual simulations, which 
relate specific model outputs to parameter values over the 
47-dimensional parameter space. The sampling for the actual 
simulations is sparse and we often want to explore param-
eter space more thoroughly and/or systematically. Emulators 
allow us to do this.

We build smooth, continuous models to predict feed-
back and performance metric MSE values across the 
47-dimensional parameter using Gaussian Process emulators 
(Roustant et al. 2012). The statistical model is an adapted 
version of the one in Lee et al. (2013) and described in detail 
in Sexton et al. (2019). In summary this consists of a linear 
model, based on a subset of the parameters determined by 
a stepwise algorithm, and a correlation matrix of the error, 
which depends on a decorrelation length scale for each 
parameter. To account for internal variability in the data, 
the stochastic experiments are used to specify a nugget term, 
which reduces the chances of the emulator fitting to noise. 
We train the emulators using all the available simulations 
from Waves 1–3 (but note that we only sample these emula-
tors using Wave-1-like distributions—see Sect. 2.5.1). For 
the performance metrics these are a set of 518 members that 
completed the ATMOS experiment, whilst for the feedbacks 
we use the 509 members that completed both the ATMOS 
and SSTFuture experiments.

Emulators have been used widely in climate science (e.g. 
Rougier et al. 2009; Sexton et al. 2012; Williamson et al. 
2013; Regayre et al. 2018; Johnson et al. 2018; Karmalkar 
et al. 2019). Their key advantage for our work (over the 
actual simulations) is that they provide predictions of model 
output at any point in parameter space, not just the parameter 
combinations sampled by the PPE itself. We can therefore 
train the emulators on the actual simulations and then esti-
mate values of performance metric MSEs and feedbacks 
without the need for further simulations. This gives us the 
flexibility to sample parameter space in three different ways. 
Firstly, we can make more robust estimates of the effect of 
individual performance metrics on the performance filtering, 
by exploring the parameter space more thoroughly than the 
actual simulations allow (see Sect. 3.3). Secondly, we can 
carry out simple sensitivity analyses to estimate the effect of 
individual parameters on feedbacks and performance met-
rics, to elucidate their role in the emergent relationships (see 
Sect. 3.5).

Thirdly, we can use emulators to perform more compre-
hensive sensitivity analyses. In this paper we use the method 
of Saltelli et al. (1999) to estimate the fraction of the vari-
ance of the emulator’s best-fit explained by each parameter 
for any model output (see Sect. 3.5). This method separates 
the ‘total effect’ of each parameter into two components: 

a ‘main effect’, which describes the individual (potentially 
non-linear) effect of the parameter, and an ‘interaction 
effect’, which sum the effects of its interactions with all the 
other parameters.

A key limitation of emulators, however, is that they are 
not actual simulations—they are a best fit that will depend 
on many, variable-specific factors e.g. the amount of train-
ing data, the number of ‘important’ parameters, the validity 
of our assumption that internal variability is constant across 
parameter space, and the choices affecting the fitting of the 
Gaussian Process model. To assess the validity of our emula-
tors we performed leave-one-out tests. These are described 
in Appendix 1 for the key model outputs analysed in this 
study. We find the emulators generally provide valid fits to 
all but a few of the members used in the training data set.

Ultimately, we are interested here in studying the con-
straints that were placed on the actual simulations, which 
may have influenced the reduced diversity seen in the cou-
pled PPE. Therefore, we focus our analysis on the actual 
simulations, but use emulators as a tool to augment our 
understanding where it is appropriate to use them.

2.6  Emulated parameter distributions

We use a large (N = 64,572) set of parameter perturba-
tions to sample our emulators, providing a dense sampling 
of the parameter space. This sample is based on a larger 
(N = 2.5 × 105) Monte Carlo sample of the elicited (prior) 
parameter distributions, which was subsequently filtered 
using emulators to rule out parameter combinations that 
were likely to crash (due to model instabilities) or show 
poor performance in the 5-day hindcasts. The parameter 
distributions in the N = 64,572 sample broadly reflect those 
of the actual Wave-1 simulations. Differences may result 
from model crashes across the 5-year experiments, but visual 
inspection of the distributions showed this effect to be small. 
We therefore use the N = 64,572 Monte Carlo sampling of 
emulators to complement the analysis of the actual Wave-1 
simulations, where appropriate, and we refer to this as the 
‘emulated’ Wave-1 distribution.

2.7  Emulated performance constraints

In Sect. 3.3 we use emulators to identify the key perfor-
mance metrics that drive changes in the feedback distri-
butions. As part of this analysis we applied performance 
filtering to emulated MSE values in an equivalent way to 
the actual simulations (Sect. 2.4), but with the following 
differences:

 (i) Emulators were trained on log(MSE) values in order 
to stabilise the variance for high MSEs.
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 (ii) Thresholding was then applied according to the fol-
lowing equation:

where �
EM

 and Σ
EM

 are the mean and variance of the emu-
lated prediction of log(MSE). The �Σ1∕2

EM
 term is used to 

ensure that any threshold exceedances are statistically sig-
nificant, with a value of α = 1.96 being used (Sexton et al. 
2020, submitted). Other terms in this equation are the same 
as in Eq. (2). An equivalent expression was used to apply 
the soft thresholding (with S = 3.0 replacing T = 3.7, and 
 nsoft = 8, as for the actual simulations).

3  Results

Our aim in this section is to understand how performance 
filtering of the Wave-1 PPE affected its feedback component 
distributions (Sects. 3.2, 3.3), and to analyse the relation-
ships and processes driving these constraints (Sects. 3.4, 
3.5). To provide context for the filtering analysis, we start 
with a summary of the distributions of the feedback compo-
nents from the Wave-1 PPE (before filtering), along with a 
comparison to CMIP5 atmosphere-only models.

3.1  Summary of feedbacks in the atmosphere‑only 
PPE

Global climate feedback values from the Wave-1 PPE are 
summarised in Table 1 and shown in Fig. 1. Net feedback 
values vary between − 1.80 and − 0.93  Wm−2 K−1, cover-
ing a much larger range than the stochastic ensemble, which 
varies between − 1.30 to − 1.22  Wm−2 K−1. Similar effects 
are seen across all the feedback components (comparing 
green crosses to black box-and-whiskers in Fig. 1), indicat-
ing that the parameter perturbations are the main source of 
the spread in feedbacks across the PPE, rather than internal 
variability.

The range of net feedbacks explored in the PPE is com-
parable to that from a set of 11 CMIP5 atmosphere-only 
models, which are based on amipFuture and amip experi-
ments (Ringer et al. 2014). The CMIP5 values sample a 
similar range to the PPE (− 1.85 to − 1.04  Wm−2 K−1), but 
this similarity masks some clear differences between the 
ensembles. For example, Fig. 1 shows that the high end of 
the CMIP5 range is dominated by a single model (IPSL-
CM5A-LR), with the next highest value (− 1.42  Wm−2 K−1) 
lying close to the PPE median. This means that over 50% of 
PPE members have less negative values (i.e. higher climate 
sensitivities) than 10 of the 11 CMIP5 models and that the 
PPE provides a much more thorough sampling of the upper 
end of the net feedbacks.

(3)
𝜇
EM

− 𝛼Σ
1∕2

EM
> log[T(𝜎2

struc
+ 𝜎2

meas
+ 𝜎2

1obs
+ 𝜎2

IV
)1∕2]

A similar, but more pronounced, situation is seen for 
the net CRE component where the PPE does not sample 
any negative feedback values, in contrast to CMIP5. This 
is a result of a partial cancellation of large, but oppositely 
signed, LW and SW CRE feedbacks, with the positive net 
CRE feedback values resulting from the larger magnitude 
in the SW CRE component. (We discuss this cancellation, 
which is due to the effect of high cloud, in more detail in 
Sect. 3.5.2.) The differences to the CMIP5 ensemble are 
even larger here: the stochastic ensemble lies outside of the 
CMIP5 ranges in both components, while there is only mini-
mal overlap between the PPE and CMIP5 (indeed there is no 
overlap in the LW CRE feedbacks). This has been a feature 
of recent Hadley Centre models (Senior et al. 2016; Andrews 
et al. 2019), while Bodas‐Salcedo et al. (2019) have also 
shown an increase (decrease) in SW (LW) CRE feedbacks in 
HadGEM3-GA7.1 compared to its predecessor, HadGEM3-
GA6. The latter study attributed SW CRE feedback changes 
to new aerosol and mixed-phase cloud schemes (Mann et al. 
2010; Furtado et al. 2016), both of which are included in 
the GA7.05 configuration, highlighting the importance of 
structural model changes in the representation of cloud 
feedbacks.

For net clear-sky feedbacks, the stochastic ensemble and 
the bulk of PPE members agree well with the CMIP5 ensem-
ble. However, there is a clear tail to the PPE distribution 
sampling large negative feedback values that are well outside 
of the CMIP5 range. In the PPE, this is mainly due to the 
LW component, as sea ice is the same in the ATMOS and 
SSTfuture experiments. However, there are variations in the 
CMIP5 short-wave clear sky that may be due to differences 
in how the sea ice is treated in the amipFuture experiment.

3.2  The impact of filtering on PPE feedbacks

The 5-year climate performance filtering described in 
Sect. 2.4 ruled out 365 of the 406 Wave-1 PPE members, 
leaving 41 plausible variants. We refer to this as the ‘filtered’ 
Wave-1 PPE. The impact of this filtering on the feedback 
components is summarised by the black and red box-and-
whisker plots in Fig. 1, whilst Fig. 2 shows the normalised 
histograms of these distributions. Median, maximum and 
minimum values are given in Table 2.

For the net feedback, the distribution changes show 
a reduction in the range across the PPE after filtering (as 
highlighted in Sexton et al. 2020, submitted), accompa-
nied by a shift towards less negative feedback values (i.e. 
towards higher climate sensitivities). Clearer changes are 
seen in the cloud components, where variants with weaker 
negative LW CRE feedbacks and weaker positive SW CRE 
feedbacks are ruled out. Consequently, the distributions for 
these components shift to even more negative and posi-
tive feedback values, respectively, enhancing the already 
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Fig. 2  Normalised distributions of the feedback components from 
the Wave-1 PPE. The full distributions (406 members) are shown in 
black, while the filtered distributions (41 members) are shown in red. 

The scales for the x-axes are the same in each plot, but the values 
sampled differ (depending on the typical values for each component)
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substantial differences to the CMIP5 models. The impact of 
performance filtering is also apparent in other components: 
for example, weakly positive net CRE feedbacks are ruled 
out, as are the strongly negative net clear-sky values.

We tested if the perceived shifts of the filtered Wave-1 
feedback distributions, relative to the full (406-member) 
Wave-1 distributions, could have been caused by a random 
sampling of the members. We tested the null hypothesis, 
that the filtered distributions are random samples of the full 
distributions, using a bootstrapping method. For each feed-
back component we created  104 41-member samples, drawn 
randomly from the full Wave-1 distribution, and then per-
formed 2-sample KS tests for each against the full Wave-1 
distribution. The resulting bootstrapped KS test statistics are 
shown in Fig. 3, where they are compared to values found 
using the true filtered Wave-1 distributions. The impact of 
performance filtering is clearly significant for the SW and 
LW CRE feedbacks. Changes in the net and net CRE feed-
back distributions are also distinct from the random samples, 
but are less clear, while the result for the net clear-sky com-
ponent is more marginal.

3.3  Key performance metric clusters

Having established that performance filtering drives signifi-
cant changes to the PPE’s feedback distributions, we now 
identify groups of related performance metrics which are 
key to these changes. We refer to these groups as ‘clusters’. 
We use clusters, rather than focusing on individual metrics, 
because the full set of performance metrics (described in 
Sexton et al. 2020, submitted) were chosen to sample a wide 
range of regional and seasonal climate performances across 
many variables. Consequently, many of them share com-
mon driving processes and their MSE values can be highly 
correlated. Additionally, the effectiveness of a performance 

metric is dependent on several factors (e.g. the spread in per-
formance across the PPE, the standard model’s behaviour; 
see Sect. 3.4.1), meaning that the number of models ruled 
out by these correlated metrics can vary substantially.

Although the changes for the net clear-sky feedbacks 
were not as clearly distinct from the sampling noise as the 
other components, we still include it in this analysis for com-
pleteness. Here, we use emulators (described in Sect. 2.5) to 
analyse the role of the performance metrics. Compared to 
the actual simulations, using emulators will provide a more 
thorough sampling of emergent relationships and will avoid 
any issues with noise due to small sample sizes (since only 
41 actual simulations are left after filtering).

The first stage in building the clusters was to determine 
the individual performance metric with the largest impact 
on the Wave-1 distribution, for each feedback component 
separately. We did this using the following methodology: 
firstly, for every performance metric, filtering (using the ‘T’ 
threshold, described in Sect. 2.5.2) was applied to emulated 
Wave-1 distributions of log(MSE) values, creating a con-
strained sample in each case. Filtered distributions of feed-
backs were then generated, using each of the constrained 
samples, and compared to the full Wave-1 distribution using 
2-sample KS tests. The performance metric resulting in the 
largest KS test statistic value was then selected for each feed-
back component separately. We refer to this as the ‘principal 
metric’ of the cluster. The cluster was then formed by select-
ing performance metrics for which the emulated log(MSE) 
values correlated strongly (r > 0.8) with log(MSE) values of 
the principal metric.

The first clusters and their principal metric are given in 
Table 3 for each feedback component. Since each cluster is 
representative of the collective effect of the metrics within 
it, we name them using shortened descriptions summaris-
ing these. We find that the performance of extratropical LW 

Table 2  Summary of feedback component values

Median, minimum and maximum feedback component values are given for: the Wave-1 PPE (first column); the Wave-1 PPE after filtering based 
on 5-year mean climate performance (second column); the 32-member stochastic ensemble (third column); and an 11-member CMIP5 atmos-
phere-only ensemble
Wave-1 PPE and stochastic ensemble values were derived using the SSTFuture and ATMOS experiments described in Sect.  2.2, whilst the 
CMIP5 values are from Ringer et al. (2014), derived using amipFuture and amip experiments. Ensemble sizes (N) are given in column headers. 
All values are in  Wm−2 K−1

Feedback compo-
nent  [Wm−2 K−1]

Wave-1 PPE [N = 406] Filtered Wave-1 PPE [N = 41] Stochastic ensemble [N = 32] CMIP5 atmosphere-only [N = 11]

NET − 1.40 [− 1.80, − 0.93] − 1.36 [− 1.57, − 1.13] − 1.27 [− 1.30, − 1.22] − 1.59 [− 1.85, − 1.04]
NET clear-sky − 1.73 [− 2.26, − 1.40] − 1.73 [− 1.93, − 1.50] − 2.31 [− 2.33, − 2.27] − 1.71 [− 1.91, − 1.18]
LW clear-sky − 2.03 [− 2.43, − 1.75] − 2.02 [− 2.16, − 1.80] − 1.99 [− 2.02, − 1.97] − 2.05 [− 2.13, − 1.79]
SW clear-sky 0.29 [0.16, 0.38] 0.30 [0.21, 0.34] 0.32 [0.30, 0.34] 0.30 [0.21, 0.61]
NET CRE 0.34 [0.04, 0.66] 0.35 [0.26, 0.59] 0.41 [0.38, 0.44] 0.12 [− 0.35, 0.86]
LW CRE − 0.59 [− 1.12, − 0.37] − 0.67 [− 0.94, − 0.50] − 0.70 [− 0.73, − 0.68] − 0.01 [− 0.34, 0.40]
SW CRE 0.94 [0.50, 1.49] 1.03 [0.76, 1.44] 1.09 [1.11, 1.14] 0.12 [− 0.28, 0.85]
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cloud forcing (and associated) metrics provide key con-
straints across the feedback components. The same cluster, 
‘Extratropical_LWcloudforcing’, is selected for the LW and 
SW CRE, and net feedbacks, whilst an almost identical clus-
ter is also chosen for the net CRE feedback (‘Extratropical_
LWcloudforcing-2’; see Table 4 in Appendix 2 for details 
on the individual metrics in these clusters). This high level 

of overlap indicates that key constraints across the feedback 
components are driven by common processes. In contrast, 
Table 3 shows a distinct cluster representing tropical LW 
cloud forcing variables is chosen for the net clear-sky feed-
back component. However, we do not analyse the role of this 
cluster any further due to the relatively weak changes in this 
feedback component shown in Sect. 3.2.

Fig. 3  Bootstrapped KS  test statistics for the Wave-1 PPE. For each 
feedback component,  104 41-member samples are drawn randomly 
from the full (406-member) Wave-1 distribution, and 2-sample 
KS  tests are performed for each to compare them against the full 
Wave-1 distribution. These bootstrapped distributions are shown in 

grey. Red lines show the KS  test statistic values for the true filtered 
Wave-1 distributions, labelled with the corresponding percentile of 
the bootstrapped distribution. This gives an indication of the robust-
ness of the impact of the performance filtering on the feedback dis-
tributions
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Figure 4 shows how filtering using these clusters impacts 
the emulated feedback distributions. For context, the full 
Wave-1 (N = 64,572) distributions are shown in black, while 
the ‘complete’ effect of filtering using all 925 performance 
metrics (leaving a sample of 24,280) is shown in red. Across 
the feedback components, the qualitative impact of the 
complete filtering is mirrored by that from the first cluster 
(shown in blue in Fig. 4, except for the top-right panel), but 
the degree to which these changes are captured varies. Spe-
cifically, the first cluster explains much of the impact from 
the complete filtering across the cloud feedback components, 
particularly for the LW and SW CRE distributions.

The net feedback changes, however, are only partially 
captured—as evidenced by the remaining differences 
between the blue and red histograms for this component in 
Fig. 4. This is likely to be because the net feedback is a 
combination of more distinct processes than any of the cloud 
components.

To analyse these net feedback changes further, we deter-
mine a second cluster of performance metrics which is 
quasi-independent of the first cluster. We do this by repeat-
ing the clustering methodology described above, but after 
the removal of the impact of filtering by the first cluster on 
the feedback distribution. A full set of quasi-independent 
clusters could be defined this way until we run out of per-
formance metrics. However, we limit our analysis here to 
the top two clusters.

The second cluster for the net feedback (SWclear-sky_
ocean) comprises metrics relating to SW clear-sky fluxes 
over the ocean, and they include all the large-scale regions 
(tropics, extratropics and global) and seasons (see Table 4 
in Appendix 2). The impact of combining the top two clus-
ters on the net feedbacks is shown in the top-right panel of 
Fig. 4. A small but notable change in the distribution can 
be seen, so that it more closely reflects the total filtering 
than using the first cluster alone. This suggests that distinct 

Table 3  Summary of the clusters, and their principal metrics, with leading impacts on the emulated Wave-1 feedback distributions

Columns are given for: The feedback component; the cluster number; the cluster name; the principal metric; a summary of the metrics forming 
the cluster; the number of performance metrics in the cluster; and the percentage of emulated parameter combinations ruled out by the cluster. 
For comparison, the complete filtering ruled out 62% of the emulated parameter combinations

Feedback component Cluster # Cluster name Principal metric Summary of performance 
metrics in cluster

Size of cluster % of 
models 
ruled out

NET First Extratropical_LWcloud-
forcing

lcf_nhext_ocean_Annual 
(Annual mean LW cloud 
forcing over NH extrat-
ropical oceans)

Variables:
LW fluxes
High mid-thickness cloud
Region:
Extratropics

42 27

NET clear-sky First Tropical_LWcloudforcing clhmtisccp_tropics_land_
DJF

(DJF mean high mid-
thickness ISCCP cloud 
amounts over tropical 
land)

Variables:
LW fluxes
High thin cloud
High mid-thick cloud
Region:
Tropics

60 12

NET CRE First Extratropical_LWcloud-
forcing-2

lcf_shext_ocean_Annual 
(Annual mean LW cloud 
forcing over SH extrat-
ropical oceans)

Variables:
LW fluxes
High mid-thickness cloud
Region:
Extratropics

46 28

LW CRE First Extratropical_LWcloud-
forcing

lcf_nhext_ocean_Annual 
(Annual mean LW cloud 
forcing over NH extrat-
ropical oceans)

Variables:
LW fluxes
High mid-thickness cloud
Region:
Extratropics

42 27

SW CRE First Extratropical_LWcloud-
forcing

lcf_nhext_ocean_Annual 
(Annual mean LW cloud 
forcing over NH extrat-
ropical oceans)

Variables:
LW fluxes
High mid-thickness cloud
Region:
Extratropics

42 27

NET Second SWclear-sky_ocean rsutcs_shext_ocean_
Annual

(Annual mean SW 
clear-sky flux over SH 
extratropical oceans)

Variables:
SW clear-sky fluxes
Regions:
Tropical, extratropical 

and global ocean

31 13
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Fig. 4  Normalised distributions of the feedback components from the 
emulated Wave-1 PPE. The full distributions (N = 64,572) are shown 
in black, while the distributions after filtering using all 925 perfor-
mance metrics (leaving a sample of N = 24,280) is shown in red. In 
all but the top-right plot, distributions filtered by the first clusters are 

shown in blue. The grey shading and arrows have been added to help 
illustrate how much of the complete performance filtering (in red) is 
captured by these clusters. The top-right plot shows the impact that 
filtering using both the first and second clusters has on the net feed-
backs
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processes and relationships lie behind the selection of these 
two clusters.

3.4  Emergent relationships and constraints

Section 3.3 highlighted extratropical LW cloud forcing per-
formance as an important driver of feedback changes in the 
Wave-1 PPE. We now explore these relationships in more 
detail, with the role of the parameter perturbations being 
considered further in Sect. 3.5.

In Fig. 5 we show the emergent relationships for each 
feedback component against MSEs for the principal met-
ric of the most prominent cluster found in Sect. 3.3: the 
annual mean LW cloud forcing over NH extratropical oceans 
(‘lcf_nhext_ocean_Annual’; see Table 3). We use the prin-
cipal metric because it highlights the salient features of the 
constraints imposed by the associated cluster, due to the high 
correlations between the cluster’s metrics. This is much sim-
pler than trying to define a combined metric based on all 
the metrics in the cluster. Also, we are ultimately trying to 
understand the constraints placed on the actual simulations. 
Therefore, having established a robust relationship across 
parameter space using the emulators, we now focus on the 
actual simulations.

The impact of an emergent constraint is controlled by 
two factors: the effectiveness of the filtering (i.e. the number 
of variants ruled out) and the strength of the relationship 
between the performance metric and the feedback com-
ponents. We consider each of these in turn below for the 
lcf_nhext_ocean_Annual performance metric.

3.4.1  Effectiveness of filtering by the extratropical LW 
cloud forcing cluster

The top-left panel of Fig. 5 shows the distribution of lcf_
nhext_ocean_Annual MSE values for the Wave-1 PPE, along 
with the threshold value above which models are ruled out. 
As described in Karmalkar et al. (2019), the effectiveness 
of a performance metric at ruling out parts of parameter 
space is determined by the relative size of the spread in MSE 
values against the size of the normalisation term in Eq. 2. In 
this study, this is largely dictated by the size of the structural 
error, which is based on the MSE of the standard variant. 
Figure 5 highlights why filtering with lcf_nhext_ocean_
Annual is so effective: the good performance of the standard 
member (see the pink lines) sets an MSE threshold value that 
is relatively low compared to the spread across the PPE and 
consequently rules out a significant number of members.

The strength of this filtering is enhanced by the fact that 
the standard member is in the low tail of the MSE distribu-
tion, lying at the 9th percentile. As a result, many members 
lie close to the MSE threshold, with a relatively high pro-
portion of them being ruled out (34% for this metric alone). 

The disparity between the standard variant and the bulk of 
the PPE for this metric raises a question over how confident 
we can be that the standard model is truly indicative of the 
structural uncertainty in HadGEM3-GA7.05 for extratropi-
cal LW cloud forcing. We explore this question further in 
Sect. 4.1.

3.4.2  Feedback constraints from the extratropical LW cloud 
forcing cluster

The second key aspect required for an effective emergent 
constraint is a clear relationship between the performance 
metric and the feedback components. These emergent 
relationships are shown in the remaining panels of Fig. 5 
(with green crosses for the Wave-1 PPE). Very clear rela-
tionships can be seen for the LW and SW CRE feedbacks, 
where model variants with poorer performance are asso-
ciated with weaker negative LW and weaker positive SW 
CRE feedbacks. When combined with the effective filtering 
by lcf_nhext_ocean_Annual, these relationships drive a key 
component of the constraints on the LW and SW CRE feed-
backs (as seen in Sect. 3.3).

The emergent relationship for the net CRE feedback is 
noticeably less clear—consistent with the smaller changes 
in the filtered distributions seen in Sect. 3.2. This weaker 
relationship is a result of an anti-correlation between the 
LW and SW CRE feedbacks, shown in the bottom panel 
of Fig. 6, which results from the competing effects of high 
cloud on these components. (We explore this in more detail 
in Sect. 3.5.) Despite the weaker relationship, however, the 
lcf_nhext_ocean_Annual metric does still preferentially 
rule out lower net CRE feedbacks. This is due to a slightly 
stronger emergent relationship for the SW compared to the 
LW CRE feedback, which can be seen by comparing the 
bottom two panels in Fig. 5.

No discernible relationship is seen for the net clear-
sky feedback (middle-left panel of Fig. 5). However, this 
is not surprising because a distinct cluster was chosen for 
this component (‘Tropical_LWcloudforcing’; see Table 3). 
Consequently, the constraint on the net feedback (the sum 
of the net clear-sky and net CRE components) is qualita-
tively similar to that for the net CRE: a weak constraint that 
preferentially rules out more negative feedback values (i.e. 
smaller climate sensitivities). As was the case for the LW 
and SW CRE feedbacks, these behaviours are captured in the 
emulated distributions shown in Fig. 4, giving us confidence 
in their use in our analysis.

3.4.3  Net feedback constraint from the tropical LW cloud 
forcing cluster

Figure 7 shows equivalent plots to Fig. 5, but for the princi-
pal metric of the net feedback’s second cluster: the annual 
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Fig. 5  Top left panel shows Wave-1 MSE values for the lcf_nhext_
ocean_Annual principal metric, along with the GA7.05 standard 
model MSE (pink) and the threshold value above which all mod-
els are rejected for this metric (black). The remaining panels show 
emergent relationships for Wave-1 feedback components against 
lcf_nhext_ocean_Annual MSEs. Actual PPE data is shown as green 
crosses. We use univariate emulators for each of these variables to 
sample the relationships for different parameter settings. We sample 7 

points from the 5-95th percentiles separately for ent_fac_dp (orange), 
m_ci (red) and ai (blue) using the emulated Wave-1 parameter distri-
butions. Additionally, we sample m_ci and ai jointly (purple), from 
the 5th-95th and 95th-5th percentiles, respectively (since high ai 
values act in a similar sense to low m_ci values, and vice versa). All 
other parameters are set to their standard values. Larger MSE values 
are associated with higher parameter values for ent_fac_dp and m_ci, 
and lower values of ai
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SW clear-sky flux over SH extratropical oceans (‘rsutcs_
shext_ocean_Annual’). The distribution of MSE values 
(left-hand panel) shows that the effective filtering by this 
metric arises for similar reasons to those for lcf_nhext_
ocean_Annual—namely that the relative spread in MSE 
performance across the PPE is large compared to that of the 
standard member.

However, there are also clear differences: most notably 
that the rsutcs_shext_ocean_Annual MSE distribution is 
positively skewed. As a result, the bulk of PPE members 
(including the standard) are at the lower end of the MSE 

range explored by the PPE, with only a poorer performing 
tail being ruled out. This not only means that filtering with 
rsutcs_shext_ocean_Annual metric is less effective than with 
lcf_nhext_ocean_Annual (11% vs 34% ruled-out, respec-
tively), but also contrasts with the fact that the standard 
member’s better performance for lcf_nhext_ocean_Annual 
placed it in the low tail of the MSE distribution. The impli-
cations of these differences for our structural uncertainty 
estimates are discussed further in Sect. 4.

No obvious relationship is seen between rsutcs_shext_
ocean_Annual MSEs and net feedbacks for the Wave-1 PPE 

Fig. 6  Scatter plots of feedback components from the Wave-1 PPE. 
Actual PPE data is shown as green crosses and emulated predictions 
are shown as coloured circles, where the parameter sampling is the 
same as in Fig.  5. Note in particular the anti-correlations between 

LW and SW CRE, and the net CRE and net clear-sky feedbacks 
which, upon addition, result in weakened relationships and weakened 
impacts of ai and m_ci on the net CRE and net feedbacks
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(right-hand panel of Fig. 7). This is perhaps unsurprising, 
given the relatively small changes for the emulated distri-
bution (top two panels of Fig. 5) and the sparser sampling 
of parameter space provided by the actual Wave-1 PPE. 
Therefore, this second emergent constraint is based on the 
relationships that emerge from our emulators and the more 
thorough sampling of parameter space that they allow.

3.5  The role of parameters

A key advantage of PPEs is the ability to assess how param-
eter perturbations affect model processes and outputs. In this 
section we utilise this to explore the role of our parameter 
perturbations on: the Extratropical_LWcloudforcing clus-
ter; on the feedback components, and finally in driving the 
emergent relationships described in Sect. 3.4.

3.5.1  Extratropical LW cloud forcing cluster

To assess the connection between parameters and the per-
formance metrics, we first tested the impact of filtering on 
the 47 parameter distributions, using the Extratropical_
LWcloudforcing cluster. We did this by performing 2-sample 
KS tests for each parameter, where the full Wave-1 distribu-
tions (406 members) were compared to those filtered by the 
cluster (223 members). We rejected the null hypothesis of no 
distribution change at the 5% level for only 2 parameters: ai, 
a parameter controlling the mass-diameter relationship for 
cloud ice; and m_ci, the cloud ice fall speed (see descrip-
tions in Table 1).

Figure 8 shows the impact of this filtering on the ai 
and m_ci distributions. They show that low ai values and 
high m_ci values are preferentially ruled out. We show 
later that these poorly performing models have weaker LW 

cloud forcing (see members with higher MSE values in the 
top panel of Fig. 11), which is consistent with the physi-
cal meaning of these parameters. For example, high m_ci 
values (i.e. faster ice fall speeds) drive decreased cloud ice 
water content, which leads to less high cloud. Consequently, 
the LW cloud forcing (i.e. the difference between the clear-
sky and total outgoing LW flux) is reduced. This effect is 
especially sensitive to high cloud, since the cooler cloud-top 
temperatures provide a greater contrast to the surface than 
cloud at lower altitudes. A similar effect results from smaller 
ai values, which indirectly drive faster ice fall speeds (see 
Table 1).

A parameter sensitivity analysis (Saltelli et al. 1999; and 
described in Sect. 2.5) for the principal metric of the Extrat-
ropical_LWcloudforcing cluster (lcf_nhext_ocean_Annual) 
is shown in the right panel of Fig. 8. This also indicates 
important roles for ai and m_ci: together they explain 60% 
of the variance in these MSE values. The consistency in 
these results highlights the suitability of using the lcf_nhext_
ocean_Annual metric as a proxy to understand the behaviour 
of the whole cluster. We do note, however, the sensitivity 
to other parameters e.g. two_d_fsd_factor (a scaling factor 
for cloud condensate variability) and dp_corr_strat (vertical 
cloud overlap) which explain 21% and 17% of the variance, 
respectively, and may also merit further investigation.

Tsushima et al. (2020, submitted) have explored the spa-
tial sensitivity of LW cloud forcing to parameters, using 
the same PPE we have analysed in this paper. The param-
eter sensitivities of zonal mean LW cloud forcing shown in 
Fig. 2a of that paper are consistent with our findings that 
ai and m_ci play a key role in the NH extratropics, with 
two_d_fsd_factor and dp_corr_strat also playing a role.

Fig. 7  As Fig. 5, but here MSE values are shown for the principal filter of the second cluster, rsutcs_shext_ocean_Annual, selected based on its 
impact on the net feedback. Only the emergent relationship for the net feedback is shown here (right panel)
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3.5.2  Feedback components

We show sensitivity analyses for the main parameters driv-
ing variations in the feedback components in Fig. 9. We 
start by considering the cloud feedbacks. Parameters such 
as ai, m_ci, qlmin (the minimum critical cloud condensate) 
and dp_corr_strat show clear impacts on the LW and SW 
CRE feedbacks, but their roles are diminished for the net 
CRE feedback, suggesting a cancellation of the LW and 
SW CRE effects. For m_ci and qlmin there is an almost 
total cancellation, whilst for ai and dp_corr_strat a residual 
impact remains on the net CRE feedback. The parameter 
with the strongest influence on net CRE feedback variations 
is ent_fac_dp (the deep entrainment amplitude). Whilst this 
does not have a strong influence on either the LW or SW 
CRE feedback components, its relative impact on the net 
CRE feedback is increased due to the strong cancellation 
for other parameters. Similar signatures are also seen for the 
parameter dbsdtbs_turb_0 (the cloud erosion rate).

The cancellation of global LW and SW CRE feedbacks is 
shown explicitly in the left-hand panel of Fig. 10. There is 
a clear anti-correlation between the components across the 
Wave-1 PPE (green crosses) resulting in a relatively reduced 

spread across the diagonal lines that represent the net CRE 
feedbacks. This reduced spread can also be seen in Fig. 1.

We highlight the role of the ai and m_ci parameters here 
using simple one-at-a-time (OAT) sensitivity tests. To do 
this we separately sample the emulated Wave-1 distributions 
of these two parameters at 7 equally spaced percentiles, from 
the 5th and the 95th percentile (inclusive). All other param-
eters are held to their standard (unperturbed) values. We 
then use emulators to predict feedback component values at 
these sampled points. We acknowledge that focusing only on 
ai and m_ci will not capture the full complexity introduced 
by other parameters noted above (e.g. qlmin, dp_corr_strat). 
However, these two parameters have the strongest influence 
on cloud feedbacks, and they capture the different cancel-
lation behaviours highlighted above (as well as being key 
drivers of the Extratropical_LWcloudforcing cluster, shown 
in Sect. 3.5.1). As such they should provide a good illustra-
tion of the role of the driving parameters.

The results show a near perfect anti-correlation along 
lines of constant net CRE feedback for variations in m_ci 
(r = − 0.999, slope = − 0.882; red points), whilst for vari-
ations in ai (blue points) there is a small cross-diagonal 
component driving spread in the net CRE feedback. This 

Fig. 8  Left panel: Distributions of parameter values for ai and m_ci 
parameters. Black histograms in the left column plots show the actual 
Wave-1 distributions (N = 406), while the effect of filtering using the 
Extratropical_LWcloudforcing cluster is shown in blue (N = 223). 
Equivalent distributions for the emulated Wave-1 Monte Carlo sam-
ple are shown in the right column plots (N = 64,573 for the black 

histograms, N = 47,241 for the blue histograms). Right panel: Sensi-
tivities showing the fraction of variance in lcf_nhext_ocean_Annual 
MSE values explained by each parameter, using the sensitivity analy-
sis described in Sect. 2.5. Sensitivities are only shown for a subset of 
metrics where the total effect is > 0.05 for this metric, or in any of the 
feedback components (as shown in Fig. 9)
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is consistent with the cancelling parameter sensitivities dis-
cussed above.

We find that this cancellation is particularly strong in the 
tropics (middle panel of Fig. 10), where the clouds of points 
for the Wave-1 PPE and OAT tests are aligned with lines 
of constant net CRE feedback. Such a strong cancellation 

is indicative of high cloud feedbacks, which are known to 
have compensating LW and SW CRE changes in the tropics 
(Kiehl 1994). The key roles for m_ci and ai are also con-
sistent with high cloud changes: as described in Sect. 3.5.1, 
these parameters drive changes in high cloud amounts and so 
will likely be important for responses in high cloud amounts.

Fig. 9  Sensitivity plots showing the fraction of variance in feed-
back components explained by each parameter, using the analysis 
described in Sect.  2.5. Sensitivities are only shown for a subset of 

metrics where the total effect is > 0.05 in any of the feedback compo-
nents, or for the lcf_nhext_ocean_Annual MSE (as shown in Fig. 8)
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A weaker level of cancellation is seen in the extratrop-
ics (right-hand panel of Fig. 10), with larger variations in 
SW CRE feedbacks relative to the LW CRE component. A 
possible reason for this is that the altitude of the freezing 
level is lower in the extratropics than in the tropics, and 
consequently the ‘high’ ice clouds form at a lower altitude. 
Here, they have less of an impact on LW CRE fluxes since 
the cloud-top temperatures are closer to those of the surface, 
but maintain a substantial impact on SW CRE fluxes through 
cloud albedo effects.

The OAT tests highlight that ai has a stronger influence in 
this region than m_ci. It is this sensitivity of the extratropical 
SW CRE feedback to ai that appears to drive the residual 
sensitivity seen in the global net CRE feedback. The reasons 
behind these regional variations in parameter sensitivities 
are likely to be complex, involving the details of how these 
parameters influence cloud height, albedo and amount, for 
both low and high cloud. A detailed examination of these 
processes is beyond the scope of this paper, so we will not 
explore it further here.

We note, however, that the results above are again con-
sistent with the parameter sensitivities of zonal mean CRE 
responses given in Tsushima et al. (2020, submitted). Fig-
ure 2b, d in that paper show that the LW CRE and SW CRE 
responses are particularly sensitive to m_ci in the tropics 
and ai in the extratropics, which is consistent with our OAT 
sensitivity tests shown in the middle and right-hand panel 
of Fig. 10. For the net CRE response, the cancellation of the 
sensitivity to m_ci in the tropics is seen clearly in Fig. 1b of 
Tsushima et al. (2020, submitted), as is the residual impact 
of ai in the extratropics.

The middle-left panel of Fig. 9 shows that variations in 
net clear-sky feedbacks are dominated by ent_fac_dp, with 

around 60% of the variance being explained by this param-
eter. As discussed above, this parameter is also the most 
important for net CRE feedback variations. However, for the 
net feedback (top panel of Fig. 9), this parameter explains a 
smaller fraction of the total variance. This is due to an anti-
correlation in its influence on the net clear-sky and net CRE 
feedbacks, as shown in Fig. 6. Other key parameters for both 
net CRE and net clear-sky feedbacks are also important for 
the net feedback, highlighting that it is influenced by a wide 
range of processes.

3.5.3  Emergent relationships and constraints

The emergent relationships and constraints shown in Fig. 5 
(and discussed in Sect. 3.4.2) result from a shared depend-
ence on the parameters influencing the lcf_nhext_ocean_
Annual performance metric and the feedback components. 
It is important to note, however, that this does not neces-
sarily imply a causal link: that is, the performance filtering 
constrains parameters, which may subsequently impact the 
feedback distributions, but these may not be driven by the 
same process.

Here, we analyse these shared dependences by focusing 
on the two key parameters highlighted above: ai and m_ci. 
We carried out equivalent OAT analyses to those described 
for Fig. 10 for all feedback components, as well as for lcf_
nhext_ocean_Annual log(MSE) values. The latter were sub-
sequently transformed to MSEs, to allow comparison with 
the actual Wave-1 PPE. We have additionally evaluated a 
joint sample of ai and m_ci, due to the similarities in their 
effects on the emergent relationships. The results of these 
tests are plotted as blue, red and purple points in Fig. 5.

Fig. 10  LW CRE vs SW CRE feedbacks calculated using annual 
means globally (left-hand panel), for the tropics (middle panel) and 
for the extratropics (right-hand panel). Actual PPE data is shown as 
green crosses and emulated predictions are shown as coloured circles, 
where the parameter sampling is as described in the text. Diagonal 

lines are constant values of net CRE feedback, with the bold diago-
nal line indicated a zero net CRE feedback. (Note that the left-hand 
panel here is equivalent to the bottom-right panel of Fig. 6, but here 
we only show the emulated predictions for variations in ai and m_ci)
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Key roles for ai and m_ci on the emergent relationship 
for the LW and SW CRE feedbacks are clearly seen, with 
high m_ci and low ai values being associated with poorer 
performance (higher MSE values), weaker negative LW and 
weaker positive SW CRE feedbacks. The joint sample (pur-
ple dots) also suggest a role for ai and m_ci in the net CRE 
and net feedback relationships, but these are clearly affected 
by the cancellation effects described in Sect. 3.5.2.

As noted above, these associations do not necessarily 
imply causal links. The emergent relationship for the LW 
CRE feedback component provides an example of this: it 
is the performance of LW cloud forcing in the extratropics 
which constrains ai and m_ci but, as shown in Fig. 10, the 
influence of these parameters on the LW CRE feedbacks 
comes mainly from the tropics i.e. the key processes are not 
co-located. There may be more potential to explore a causal 
link for the net CRE feedbacks, since it is the influence of 
these parameters (particularly ai) in the extratropics which 
appears to be important for this component. However, given 
the potential complexities of the cloud processes in this 
region (as noted in Sect. 3.5.2), such an analysis is beyond 
the scope of this paper.

Other parameters highlighted in Sect. 3.5.2 may also play 
a role, but we note here the case of ent_fac_dp, for which 
we also carried out an OAT test (orange points in Fig. 5). 
Whilst several feedback components are influenced by this 
parameter (e.g. net CRE and net clear-sky), it does not drive 
variations in lcf_nhext_ocean_Annual MSE values and so 
has little impact on the constraints.

4  Discussion

The results presented in Sect. 3 have shown how the perfor-
mance constraints applied in Sexton et al. (2020, submit-
ted), combined with emergent relationships, ultimately lead 
to lower feedback values being ruled out from the atmos-
phere-only PPE. Here we discuss some of the key aspects of 
these results, and the lessons that can be drawn from them, 
namely: an assessment of the robustness of our most impor-
tant emergent constraints; a discussion of the key advantages 
and limitations of studying emergent relationships and con-
straints using different experimental designs; and the impli-
cations of this work in the context of the coupled PPE used 
in the UKCP18 project, and more generally for future studies 
using climate model ensembles.

4.1  Sensitivity of the feedback constraints 
to structural error uncertainty

As discussed in Sect. 3.4, the effectiveness of filtering by 
a performance metric is partly controlled by the size of the 
normalisation term in Eq. (2), and the dominant term here 

is the structural error uncertainty. This term is included to 
down-weight the impact of the poorest performing vari-
ables on the filtering. In Sect. 3.3 we identified two key 
clusters of performance metrics (Extratropical_LWcloud-
forcing and SWclear-sky_ocean) that together explained 
a large fraction of the constraint on the climate feedback 
parameter. In Sect. 3.4 we showed the first cluster was 
most effective because the standard variant outperforms 
most PPE members. In contrast, the standard variant for 
the second cluster is closer to, and therefore more repre-
sentative of, the typical performance of the PPE.

One way to further explore the structural deficiencies 
in the model is to analyse mean biases for the principal 
metrics. The filtering methodology we have used is based 
on normalised MSE metrics, which cannot be used directly 
to assess the sign of the errors and, consequently, the 
extent to which the PPE has a structural bias. However, 
MSEs can be expressed as the sum of the squared mean 
bias and the MSE of the centred pattern. Figure 11 shows 
mean bias versus MSE values for the principal metrics, 
for the Wave-1 PPE (green crosses) along with a curve 
(in black) where the MSE of the centred pattern is fixed 
to the standard model’s value. The close correspondence 
between the PPE members and this curve suggests that 
the MSEs are dominated by the squared mean bias term. 
Consequently, in these cases, we can use these mean bias 
values to make statements about the signs of the errors 
dictating the MSEs.

Strikingly, for both principal metrics there is a clear sys-
tematic shift of the PPE away from a zero-bias. 98.8% of 
PPE members display negative mean bias values for lcf_
nhext_ocean_Annual, whilst 99.8% have positive biases for 
rsutcs_shext_ocean_Annual. Similar systematic offsets are 
seen across the respective cluster members (not shown). 
Clear evidence for these structural errors is also shown in 
Fig. 12, where widespread systematic biases in present-day 
LW cloud forcing are seen across the PPE.

While the PPE clearly exposes a structural error for 
rsutcs_shext_ocean_Annual, the fact that the standard vari-
ant’s MSE (and mean bias) is typical of the bulk of the PPE 
indicates that its error is representative of the PPE. On the 
other hand, the better performance of the standard member 
for lcf_nhext_ocean_Annual is not representative of many 
of the PPE members.

There are two contrasting ways to view the standard 
variant. First, it could be that this standard variant is in 
a narrow region of parameter space that truly represents 
more accurate model variants for some performance met-
rics. In this case, the poorer performers in the PPE repre-
sent sampling of less accurate model variants and filter-
ing these out would be appropriate. On the other hand, 
it could be that the standard variant is not representative 
of the bulk of the PPE due to tuning. If this is indeed the 
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case, it will have resulted in an MSE threshold that may be 
too low, compounded further by the fact that the bulk of 
PPE members have ‘poorer’ performance and lie near this 
threshold. If this is the case for lcf_nhext_ocean_Annual, 
then the constraint applied by its cluster (Extratropical_
LWcloudforcing) is arguably too strong. Perhaps then, 
more central parts of the PPE distributions of MSE may 
provide a fairer reflection of the structural uncertainty than 
the standard variant. These cases represent two extremes 
and it is unlikely that either applies entirely to our key 
clusters.

So, was the standard variant an appropriate choice to 
represent the structural uncertainty? There is no single defi-
nition of this term. In PPE studies that account for struc-
tural uncertainty (e.g. Sexton et al. 2012; Williamson et al. 

2013), the term has been included to represent how model 
imperfections affect different variables, and to down-weight 
the impact of the poorly performing ones. One approach 
for formalising a definition has been based around the idea 
that there exists a best model within parameter space (e.g. 
Rougier 2007), and the performance of that model repre-
sents structural uncertainty. In the spirit of the ‘best model’ 
assumption, Sexton et al. (2020, submitted) opted for the 
standard member as the single variant that represented the 
best choice of model development experts.

This was felt to be more appropriate than some potential 
alternatives. For example, using the best MSE for each per-
formance metric would not be based on a single model, but 
on different PPE members, and the value would have to be 
updated if a better member was later run and added to the PPE. 

Fig. 11  Top panel: Mean bias vs 
MSE for the lcf_nhext_ocean_
Annual principal metric. Green 
crosses are for the Wave-1 
PPE, with the GA7.05 standard 
model highlighted with a pink 
star. Emulated MSE predic-
tions for this standard model 
(pink line) and a modal model 
(described in the text; blue line) 
are given, along with the thresh-
old MSE threshold value (black 
line). Bottom panel: Equivalent 
to the top panel, but for the 
principal metric of the second 
cluster for the net feedback: 
rsutcs_shext_ocean_Annual
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Another option would be to use the best MSE from the CMIP5 
models; however, this would not have provided the desired 
relative measure of the structural error within the single-mod-
elling framework of HadGEM3-GA7.05. Another alternative 
could be based on the ideas of McNeall et al. (2016), who 
expose structural errors in a climate model by showing that 
no single region of parameter space can minimise errors in a 
given quantity simultaneously across the globe. However, it 
is not immediately clear how this idea could be developed to 
provide the structural uncertainty term in Eq. (2).

A potential single-model alternative would be to use a 
‘modal’ variant to define the structural error uncertainty. 
In this case parameters are set to the mode of their prior 
PDFs, as defined in the elicitation exercise described in 
Sexton et al. (2020, submitted). As such, the modal model 
represents the ‘maximum likelihood’ model according to the 
modelling experts’ prior beliefs. Some distributions are flat-
topped, so this model is not uniquely defined, but this could 
be addressed for example by using the average parameter 
value over the flat-topped domain. Like the standard variant, 
the modal variant represents a potential ‘best choice’ model 
from experts, but one that should not be subject to tuning 
and therefore should be more representative of the centre of 
the PPE distributions.

We have not run a modal model simulation; however, we 
can illustrate it by predicting its performance using emula-
tors. The blue lines in Fig. 11 show these emulated MSE 
predictions for lcf_nhext_ocean_Annual and rsutcs_shext_
ocean_Annual, and they broadly reflect the points made 
above: the modal model shows a clear degradation in perfor-
mance relative to the standard variant for lcf_nhext_ocean_
Annual, whilst for rsutcs_shext_ocean_Annual, the two 
models are very similar (in fact the modal model is predicted 

to be amongst the best for this metric). So, had we used the 
modal model for the structural error term in the normalised 
MSE metric, filtering with the Extratropical_LWcloudforc-
ing cluster would have been much less effective, and the 
constraints on the feedbacks would have been weakened.

The choice of the standard variant was consistent with 
the best model assumption; however, we have shown that 
the strength of constraints can be sensitive to this choice. 
There is a possibility that any tuning of the standard variant 
could bias its performance to lower MSEs and that these 
are unrepresentative of the true structural error in the PPE. 
Whether this is the case with the first cluster is not clear, 
but this possibility is now a consideration for future PPEs, 
where the choice over how to account for structural error 
uncertainty will depend on the level of risk that the scientists 
designing the PPE associate with this issue.

4.2  Emergent relationships and constraints 
in a single model framework

In Sect. 3 we found strong emergent relationships between 
LW cloud forcing metrics and SW and LW CRE feedback 
components, with weaker relationships seen for the net 
CRE and net feedbacks. The exploration of these relation-
ships presented in Sects. 3.4 and 3.5 was possible due 
to our experimental design: specifically in that we have 
control over the choice of the parameter perturbations in 
the PPE. For example, we used Latin hypercube sampling 
to effectively explore the parameter space for the actual 
simulations, in order to pick out the key emergent rela-
tionships and to train emulators. The emergent relation-
ships were explored in more detail using the emulators, 
through a denser sampling of parameter space than was 

Fig. 12  Annual mean bias fields for LW cloud forcing for: the 
GA7.05 standard model (left panel) and the Wave-1 PPE mean (right 
panel). Hatching indicates where > 95% of ensemble members have 
the same sign of bias. Both panels highlight widespread negative LW 

cloud forcing biases in the PPE, whilst the better performance for 
the standard model in the NH extratropics, relative to the PPE mean 
(shown in the top panel of Fig. 11) is supported by the smaller biases 
in this region in the left panel
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possible with the actual simulations. PPEs also allow us 
to identify relationships between model outputs and the 
parameters being perturbed. We have exploited this, again 
using emulators, through sensitivity and one-at-a-time 
tests (Sect. 3.5) designed to pick out the key parameters 
involved in the emergent relationships. Our analyses in 
Sects. 3.4 and 3.5 exposed the highly complex nature of 
these relationships and constraints, involving multiple 
processes and cancellations, which ultimately produced 
a relatively weak constraint for the net feedback. Addi-
tionally, we have highlighted the fact that these emer-
gent relationships do not necessarily imply causality: the 
performance filtering constrains the parameters, which 
subsequently impacts the feedback distributions, but these 
may not be driven by the same processes.

PPEs also provide an ideal framework in which to identify 
structural model errors, by exploring how the different vari-
ants (sampling expert elicited priors for the parameters) are 
distributed around observations. As we have shown above, 
structural errors are implied where the PPE is robustly posi-
tively or negatively biased, whilst potential model tuning 
can be identified in variables where the standard model dif-
fers significantly from the bulk of PPE members. This is 
again a strength of PPEs in general and facilitates straight-
forward interpretation of the impact of structural errors on 
the robustness of constraints.

There are, however, some key limitations of using 
PPEs for studying emergent relationships and constraints. 
Perhaps the most important is that they are based on a 
single model. This leads to an ambiguity as to whether 
emergent relationships found using PPEs are applicable 
to other models, or if they are particular to the specific 
model and parameter space being explored (e.g. Shiogama 
et al. 2014). Furthermore, as we have shown, emergent 
constraints derived using a single-model framework can be 
sensitive to the idiosyncrasies of that model: it’s structure, 
structural errors and the level of model tuning can all have 
an impact on the constraints.

This limitation can be addressed to some extent using 
multi-model ensembles (MMEs), which provide a frame-
work to study emergent relationships and constraints 
across a diverse range of model structures. Indeed, multi-
model ensembles have been used extensively to identify 
many emergent constraints (e.g. Klein and Hall 2015; 
Caldwell et al. 2018). However, recent studies (e.g. Cald-
well et al. 2018; Wagman and Jackson 2018) have shown 
that these are not always robust across different MMEs, 
highlighting the complexities involved in interpreting rela-
tionships emerging across a variety of model structures, 
sampling a wide range of model processes. Our study has 
highlighted further complexities. For example, each MME 
member will have its own set of key driving processes, 
cancellations and structural errors. We have shown that, 

in a single-model framework, these factors can have a sub-
stantial impact on emergent relationships and constraints. 
Without a PPE around each MME member we cannot 
expose these complexities. We would therefore caution 
against straightforward interpretations of emergent con-
straints arising from MMEs.

4.3  Lessons for projections work

This study has been carried out in the context of an effort 
to understand the contributing factors driving the lack of 
diversity in 21st Century warming seen in the coupled PPE 
(Yamazaki et al. 2020, submitted), which fed into projection 
information provided by the UKCP18 project (Murphy et al. 
2018). In the Introduction we identified two potential causes 
of a reduction in the spread of feedbacks in the generation 
of this 15-member coupled PPE: one was from the 5-year 
mean climate performance filtering (Sexton et al. 2020, sub-
mitted; and studied in this paper); the other resulted from 
the filtering of the initial 25-members of the coupled PPE 
(Yamazaki et al. 2020, submitted). The relative extent to 
which these had an impact on the diversity will depend on 
how much the atmosphere-only component of the feedback 
contributes to the feedback in the coupled model. Ringer 
et al. (2014) showed evidence that the atmosphere-only 
components make an appreciable contribution in CMIP5. 
In contrast, Yamazaki et al. (2020, submitted) showed that 
most of the variance in the GMST warming anomalies for 
the coupled PPE was driven by differences in prescribed 
 CO2 concentrations, with only 10% being explained by the 
feedbacks diagnosed in the atmosphere-only experiments. It 
will be important, therefore, to directly assess how coupled 
effects influence the feedbacks, and further experiments will 
be required to evaluate these. For example, abrupt4xCO2 
and 1% experiments could be performed to explicitly test 
the traceability in climate feedbacks.

Our study has highlighted further lessons around produc-
ing a plausible and diverse coupled PPE based on cheaper, 
atmosphere-only simulations, and the experimental design 
required to do this. Whilst the approach for choosing promis-
ing atmosphere-only variants from Sexton et al. (2020, sub-
mitted) seemed successful in terms of plausible performance, 
we have shown that diversity can be limited by how structural 
model errors affect the filtering out of implausible variants in 
the presence of emergent relationships that may be specific to 
that model. In our case, a combination of factors has resulted 
in what is probably too strong a constraint on the climate feed-
backs, namely: the presence of a structural error in extratropi-
cal LW cloud forcing; and our choice to use the standard mem-
ber to define the structural error. The latter implies that there is 
potential for the performance filtering to be sensitive to choices 
made in model tuning. We have suggested that a modal model 
variant is an alternative which should be insensitive to tuning.
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Many of these factors result from working in a single-model 
PPE framework. To mitigate these issues when providing pro-
jections to users, a sensible approach is to pool ensembles that 
explore modelling uncertainties in different ways e.g. com-
bining PPEs and MMEs, as was done in UKCP18. A more 
thorough, though much more ambitious, approach would be to 
create a multi-model ensemble, with PPEs being built around 
each member of the MME. This would allow a more com-
plete sampling of the parametric uncertainties across MME 
members and provide users of climate projections with a more 
honest assessment of the range of plausible future climates in 
current climate models. Such a multi-model PPE would also 
be an invaluable resource for those studying uncertainties and 
emergent relationships and constraints in climate models more 
broadly, where clarity in the impacts of the peculiarities of 
each multi-model member is crucial.

5  Summary

In this paper we have explored a potential contributing fac-
tor to the HadGEM3-GC3.05 PPE’s lack of diversity in 
twenty-first century GMST warming rates—namely, that the 
atmosphere-only-based performance filtering led to a sup-
pression of diversity in climate feedbacks. This might have 
fed through into the temperature responses in the coupled 
models, but more idealised coupled abrupt4xCO2 experi-
ments are required to better understand this. This study 
has provided insight into the effect that a particular design 
choice, the specification of the structural error uncertainty, 
has on the strength of the filtering. We have found that:

• The performance filtering applied by Sexton et al. (2020, 
submitted) drives significant changes in the distributions 
of climate feedbacks (with the exception of the net clear-
sky component, which shows marginal differences).

• A large component of these feedback changes is driven 
by performance metrics associated with extratropical LW 
cloud forcing. These constraints are particularly strong 
for the SW and LW CRE feedbacks, with cancellation 
between these components—largely due to the effect of 
tropical high cloud—resulting in weaker constraints for 
the net CRE and net feedbacks.

• The SW and LW CRE feedback constraints are strongly 
controlled by parameters driving the ice content for high 
cloud. One of these (the ice fall speed, m_ci) is particu-
larly influential in the tropics but, because of the can-
cellation, shows little control over the net cloud and net 
feedback constraints. Another—controlling the density of 
ice crystals (ai)—has a residual effect on SW extratropi-
cal feedbacks and appears to drive some of the net cloud 
and net feedback constraints, but the picture is very com-

plex, with other parameters having an increasing impact 
on these constraints.

• We have highlighted the issues around establishing cau-
sality in these relationships, noting that while model per-
formances place constraints on parameters, which then 
have an impact on the feedbacks, these are not necessar-
ily driven by the same processes.

• The GA7.05 standard (unperturbed) variant, which is used 
to represent the structural error uncertainty in the nor-
malisation of performance metrics, is found to outperform 
over 90% of PPE members in its extratropical LW cloud 
forcing. Combined with the fact that nearly all members 
have too weak forcing (a structural bias), there is a risk 
that the resulting constraint may have been made stronger 
by model tuning. We suggest the use of a modal variant 
will reduce this risk in the generation of future PPEs.

• Using sensitivity analyses, we have shown how the highly 
complex nature of emergent relationships and constraints 
can be exposed in the single-model framework of a PPE. 
Such complexities cannot be fully appreciated using 
MMEs, and we caution against straightforward interpreta-
tions of emergent constraints arising from these ensembles.
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Appendix 1: Leave‑one‑out tests 
for emulators

We carried out leave-one-out (LOO) tests to assess the reli-
ability of the emulators we have used in this study. LOO 
tests are performed by removing a member from the training 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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dataset, refitting the emulator (trained on the remaining mem-
bers) and comparing the predicted model output to the actual 
value for that member. This is done for each member in turn.

The results of these LOO test for the feedback components 
and the principal metric of the Extratropical_LWcloudforcing 
cluster (lcf_nhext_ocean_Annual) are shown in Fig. 13. They 

Fig. 13  Results from the leave-one-out tests for emulators of the prin-
cipal metric of the Extratropical_LWcloudforcing cluster (lcf_nhext_
ocean_Annual; top-left panel) and feedback components (remaining 
panels). For the former we show the transformed log(MSE) values 
which were used in training the emulator. For the feedbacks we use 
the original units  (Wm− 2 K− 1). Fitted values are found by removing 
a PPE member from the training dataset, refitting the emulator and 

predicting the model output. These are compared to the actual values 
for the model output. This is done for each member in the sample in 
turn. Results are shown for Waves 1–3, which were used to train the 
emulators: for lcf_nhext_ocean_Annual these were the 518 members 
that completed the ATMOS experiments; for the feedback compo-
nents these were the 509 members that completed both the ATMOS 
and SSTFuture experiments.
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show that the emulators generally provide good fits to the 
actual data, with  R2 values between 0.69 and 0.88.

We find that between 20–30 members lie outside of the 
emulators’ 95% confidence intervals, which is consistent 
with expectations for the sample sizes analysed.

For some variables the emulated predictions become 
less reliable in the tails of the distributions. For exam-
ple, we see fitted values are over-predicted for the most 
negative values of the net clear-sky feedbacks, and this is 
also seen in the net feedback. This is to be expected, as 

the predictions are more reliant on extrapolation in these 
regions of parameter space. This bias is also seen for low 
log(MSE) values for lcf_nhext_ocean_Annual; however 
we note that since these are the better performing mem-
bers, this should not affect the filtering.

Appendix 2: Performance metric clusters

See Table 4.

Table 4  Individual performance 
metrics that make up each of the 
clusters given in Table 3

Cluster name Performance metrics in cluster

Extratropical_LWcloudforcing rlut_nhext_ocean_Annual
rlut_nhext_ocean_MAM
rlut_nhext_ocean_SON*
rlut_nhext_land_Annual
rlut_shext_ocean_Annual
rlut_shext_ocean_DJF
rlut_shext_ocean_MAM
lcf_glober_whole_Annual
lcf_glober_whole_DJF*
lcf_glober_whole_MAM
lcf_glober_whole_JJA*
lcf_glober_whole_SON
lcf_nhext_ocean_Annual
lcf_nhext_ocean_DJF
lcf_nhext_ocean_MAM
lcf_nhext_ocean_JJA
lcf_nhext_ocean_SON
lcf_nhext_land_Annual
lcf_nhext_land_DJF
lcf_nhext_land_MAM
lcf_nhext_land_JJA

lcf_nhext_land_SON
lcf_shext_ocean_Annual
lcf_shext_ocean_DJF
lcf_shext_ocean_MAM
lcf_shext_ocean_JJA
lcf_shext_ocean_SON
rlds_glober_whole_Annual
rlds_glober_whole_DJF
rlds_glober_whole_JJA
clhmtisccp_globerR_whole_MAM*
clhmtisccp_nhext_ocean_Annual
clhmtisccp_nhext_ocean_DJF
clhmtisccp_nhext_ocean_MAM
clhmtisccp_nhext_ocean_JJA*
clhmtisccp_nhext_ocean_SON
clhmtisccp_shext_ocean_Annual
clhmtisccp_shext_ocean_DJF
clhmtisccp_shext_ocean_MAM
clhmtisccp_shext_ocean_JJA
clhmtisccp_shext_ocean_SON
clhtnisccp_nhext_land_DJF

Extratropical_LWcloudforcing-2 rlut_nhext_ocean_Annual
rlut_nhext_ocean_MAM
rlut_nhext_land_Annual
rlut_shext_ocean_Annual
rlut_shext_ocean_DJF
rlut_shext_ocean_MAM
scf_glober_whole_Annual†
scf_glober_whole_DJF†
scf_glober_whole_SON†
scf_shext_ocean_Annual†
scf_shext_ocean_DJF†
scf_shext_ocean_SON†
lcf_glober_whole_Annual
lcf_glober_whole_MAM
lcf_glober_whole_SON
lcf_nhext_ocean_Annual
lcf_nhext_ocean_DJF
lcf_nhext_ocean_MAM
lcf_nhext_ocean_JJA
lcf_nhext_ocean_SON
lcf_nhext_land_Annual
lcf_nhext_land_DJF
lcf_nhext_land_MAM

lcf_nhext_land_JJA
lcf_nhext_land_SON
lcf_shext_ocean_Annual
lcf_shext_ocean_DJF
lcf_shext_ocean_MAM
lcf_shext_ocean_JJA
lcf_shext_ocean_SON
rlds_glober_whole_Annual
rlds_glober_whole_DJF
rlds_glober_whole_MAM†
rlds_glober_whole_JJA
rlds_glober_whole_SON†
rlds_nhext_ocean_MAM†
clhmtisccp_nhext_ocean_Annual
clhmtisccp_nhext_ocean_DJF
clhmtisccp_nhext_ocean_MAM
clhmtisccp_nhext_ocean_SON
clhmtisccp_shext_ocean_Annual
clhmtisccp_shext_ocean_DJF
clhmtisccp_shext_ocean_MAM
clhmtisccp_shext_ocean_JJA
clhmtisccp_shext_ocean_SON
clhtnisccp_nhext_land_DJF
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Table 4  (continued) Cluster name Performance metrics in cluster

Tropical_LWcloudforcing rlut_glober_whole_DJF
rlut_glober_whole_MAM
rlut_glober_whole_JJA
rlut_glober_whole_SON
rlut_tropics_ocean_Annual
rlut_tropics_ocean_DJF
rlut_tropics_ocean_MAM
rlut_tropics_ocean_JJA
rlut_tropics_ocean_SON
rlut_tropics_land_Annual
rlut_tropics_land_DJF
rlut_tropics_land_MAM
rlut_tropics_land_JJA
rlut_tropics_land_SON
rlut_nhext_ocean_JJA
lcf_glober_whole_Annual
lcf_glober_whole_DJF
lcf_glober_whole_MAM
lcf_glober_whole_JJA
lcf_glober_whole_SON
lcf_tropics_ocean_Annual
lcf_tropics_ocean_DJF
lcf_tropics_ocean_MAM
lcf_tropics_ocean_JJA
lcf_tropics_ocean_SON
lcf_tropics_land_Annual
lcf_tropics_land_DJF
lcf_tropics_land_MAM
lcf_tropics_land_JJA
lcf_tropics_land_SON

clhmtisccp_globerR_whole_Annual
clhmtisccp_globerR_whole_DJF
clhmtisccp_globerR_whole_MAM
clhmtisccp_globerR_whole_JJA
clhmtisccp_globerR_whole_SON
clhmtisccp_tropics_ocean_Annual
clhmtisccp_tropics_ocean_DJF
clhmtisccp_tropics_ocean_SON
clhmtisccp_tropics_land_Annual
clhmtisccp_tropics_land_DJF
clhmtisccp_tropics_land_MAM
clhmtisccp_tropics_land_JJA
clhmtisccp_tropics_land_SON
clhmtisccp_nhext_land_JJA
clhtnisccp_globerR_whole_Annual
clhtnisccp_globerR_whole_DJF
clhtnisccp_globerR_whole_MAM
clhtnisccp_globerR_whole_JJA
clhtnisccp_globerR_whole_SON
clhtnisccp_tropics_ocean_Annual
clhtnisccp_tropics_ocean_DJF
clhtnisccp_tropics_ocean_MAM
clhtnisccp_tropics_ocean_JJA
clhtnisccp_tropics_ocean_SON
clhtnisccp_tropics_land_Annual
clhtnisccp_tropics_land_DJF
clhtnisccp_tropics_land_MAM
clhtnisccp_tropics_land_JJA
clhtnisccp_tropics_land_SON

SWclear-sky_ocean rsutcs_glober_whole_Annual
rsutcs_glober_whole_DJF
rsutcs_glober_whole_MAM
rsutcs_glober_whole_JJA
rsutcs_glober_whole_SON
rsutcs_tropics_ocean_Annual
rsutcs_tropics_ocean_DJF
rsutcs_tropics_ocean_MAM
rsutcs_tropics_ocean_JJA
rsutcs_tropics_ocean_SON
rsutcs_nhext_ocean_Annual
rsutcs_nhext_ocean_DJF
rsutcs_nhext_ocean_MAM
rsutcs_nhext_ocean_JJA
rsutcs_nhext_ocean_SON
rsutcs_shext_ocean_Annual

rsutcs_shext_ocean_DJF
rsutcs_shext_ocean_MAM
rsutcs_shext_ocean_JJA
rsutcs_shext_ocean_SON
rsdscs_nhext_ocean_Annual
rsdscs_nhext_ocean_DJF
rsdscs_nhext_ocean_MAM
rsdscs_nhext_ocean_SON
rsdscs_shext_ocean_Annual
rsdscs_shext_ocean_MAM
rsdscs_shext_ocean_JJA
rsdscs_shext_ocean_SON
rsuscs_nhext_ocean_SON
rsuscs_shext_ocean_MAM
rsuscs_shext_ocean_JJA

Note the large amount of overlap between metrics in the Extratropical_LWcloudforcing and Extratropi-
cal_LWcloudforcing-2 clusters: of the 42 and 46 metrics in these clusters (respectively), 37 are the same. 
Those which are unique to these clusters are marked with a ‘*’ (for Extratropical_LWcloudforcing) or a ‘†’ 
(for Extratropical_LWcloudforcing-2)
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